SAP Business One on HANA

HANA

HANA’s in-memory computing
means that you can organize
massive amounts of data and
use it in real-time to prioritize
your next steps.
• 60 - 80x Faster Queries
• 10x Faster Data Loading
• 9.1x More Data Compression
HANA’s real time computing
provides a single platform that
improves the value of information
and accelerates business
processes.

Being proactive in today’s competitive market is sometimes easier said than
done! SAP has developed HANA database technology so that businesses can
use their data to their advantage and get ahead of the planning curve. HANA is
an innovation tool designed to manage high data volume at high speed, provide
data for complex analysis, and allow you the ability to work with anyone, from
anywhere in a simplified platform.
HANA can immediately impact the way you do business on a daily basis. HANA lets
you control and plan your workflow and eliminate a reactive business model. You use
embedded analytics to help you predict your sales and inventory volume and plan the
steps needed to support it.
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Real Time Data and Reports
Additional Functionality
User Focused Analytics
Runs in the Cloud or On Premise
Business One Extensions Library
Priced for Small and Mid-size Businesses

Predictive analytics help you
anticipate the needs of your
business and your customers.
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SAP Business One on HANA
Analytics

Dashboards operate in real time providing a
solid foundation for planning and forecasting.
Use analytics to forecast cost, revenue,
sales volume, manufacturing requirements,
etc. Analytics are highly scalable with out
of the box applications and the option to
customize to get the exact information you
want. Options available include: Crystal
Reports, Dashboards, Interactive Analysis,
SAP Lumira, and KPI Designer.
SAP Business One for HANA includes 6
dashboards and 4 reports pre-delivered.
Additionally, there are 6 pre-delivered
semantic layers for powerful interactive
analysis reporting. You also have the
ability to customize and/or build your own
semantic layers with the SAP HANA studio.

Efficiency

The SAP Business One platform is
highly scalable and allows you to manage
growth and accomplish more with less.
Everything is faster and more effective
with HANA.
You will increase employee productivity
with the use of freestyle search, styled like
Internet searching, with the power to filter
and sort results. Users can create and run
reports without IT support. Freedom from
IT staff means you can focus your efforts
on planning and implementing actions
that support your bottom line.

Value

SAP has priced this technology with the
small and mid-size business in mind. With
the I-BN Cloud Service, you can be up
and running at a reasonable cost.
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